Princess Stories

Easy
Please note: Many princess titles are available under the call number Juvenile Easy Disney.

Alsenas, Linas. Princess of 8th St. (Easy Alsenas)
A shy little princess, on an outing with her mother, gets a royal treat when she makes a new friend.

Andrews, Julie. The Very Fairy Princess Takes the Stage. (Easy Andrews)
Even though Gerry is cast as the court jester instead of the crystal princess in her ballet class’s spring performance, she eventually regains her sparkle and once again feels like a fairy princess.

Barbie. Barbie: Fairytale Favorites. (Easy Barbie)

Child, Lauren. The Princess and the Pea in Miniature: After the Fairy Tale by Hans Christian Andersen. (Easy Child)
Presents a re-telling of the well-known fairy tale of a young girl who feels a pea through twenty mattresses and twenty featherbeds and proves she is a real princess.

Coyle, Carmela LaVigna. Do Princesses Really Kiss Frogs? (Easy Coyle)
A young girl takes a hike with her father, asking many questions along the way about what princesses do.

Cuyler, Margery. Princess Bess Gets Dressed. (Easy Cuyler)
A fashionably dressed princess reveals her favorite clothes at the end of a busy day.

Disney. 5-Minute Princess Stories. (Easy Disney)
Magical tales about princesses from different Walt Disney movies.

Disney. Princess Adventure Stories. (Easy Disney)
A collection of stories from favorite Disney princesses.

Edmonds, Lyra. An African Princess. (Easy Edmonds)
Lyra and her parents go to the Caribbean to visit Taunte May, who reminds her that her family tree is full of princesses from Africa and around the world.

Edwards, Pamela Duncan. Princess Pigtoria and the Pea. (Easy Edwards)
To make her pigsty of a palace picturesque again, penniless Princess Pigtoria tries to get the pompous porker Prince Proudfoot to propose marriage.

Emmett, Jonathan. The Princess and the Pig. (Easy Emmett)
When a new baby princess accidentally changes places with a piglet, both of their lives are forever changed.

Heide, Florence Parry. Princess Hyacinth (the Surprising Tale of a Girl who Floated). (Easy Heide)
Princess Hyacinth is bored and unhappy sitting in her palace every day because, unless she is weighed down by specially-made clothes, she will float away, but her days are made brighter when kite-flying Boy stops to say hello.

Horowitz, Dave. Twenty-six Princesses. (Easy Horowitz)
Twenty-six princesses, one for each letter of the alphabet, go to a party at the prince's castle.

Joosse, Barbara. Lovabye Dragon. (Easy Joosse)
A lonely young princess yearns for a dragon friend, while a real dragon is dreaming of a girl for a friend.
Kilodavis, Cheryl.  **My Princess Boy.**  (Easy Kilodavis)  
A four-year-old boy loves dressing up in princess clothing.

Lendler, Ian.  **An Undone Fairy Tale.**  (Easy Lendler)  
A story about a selfish, pie-loving king takes numerous silly detours when its illustrator cannot keep up with its reader.

Mack, Todd.  **Princess Penelope Takes Charge!**  (Easy Mack)  
Princess Penelope is going to be a big sister soon and she wants a little sister, but when her mother brings home a little brother, she learns that he can be just as special.

Murray, Alison.  **Princess Penelope and the Runaway Kitten.**  (Easy Murray)  
Princess Penelope’s kitten got tangled up in her mother’s yarn and then scampered off! Join Princess Penelope as she follows the pink glittery trail through the castle to the courtyard maze and stables as she searches for her runaway kitten.

Posner-Sanchez, Andrea.  **An Invitation to the Ball; The Next Princess.**  (Easy Disney)  
The story of Cinderella, who is treated poorly by her wicked stepmother and stepsisters, but is helped by her fairy godmother to attend the royal ball and eventually marry the handsome prince.

Ross, Tony.  **I Want to Do It Myself.**  (Easy Ross)  
The little princess is determined to go on a camp-out without anyone’s help. Other titles from the series A Little Princess Story are also shelved in Easy under the last name Ross.

Sauer, Tammi.  **Princess-in-Training.**  (Easy Sauer)  
Viola is a skateboarding, karate-chopping, moat-diving princess, to the distress of her parents, and so she accepts an invitation to Princess Camp, hoping to become the "darling of her kingdom."

Underwood, Deborah.  **Part-time Princess.**  (Easy Underwood)  
A girl escapes her annoying little brother and the drudgery of school and home life when she travels to a magical kingdom each night and embarks on a series of adventures.

Wilcox, Leah.  **Waking Beauty.**  (Easy Wilcox)  
Prince Charming tries all sorts of silly ways to wake Sleeping Beauty before he learns how he is really supposed to wake her up.

Wilson, Tony.  **The Princess and the Packet of Frozen Peas.**  (Easy Wilson)  
Prince Henrik makes a plan to find a wife who is nothing like his royal brother’s wife, who he thinks is too sensitive.

Yolen, Jane.  **Not All Princesses Dress in Pink.**  (Easy Yolen)  
Rhyming text affirms that girls can pursue their many interests, from playing sports to planting flowers in the dirt, without giving up their tiaras.

Ziefert, Harriet.  **The Princess and the Peas and Carrots.**  (Easy Ziefert)  
Most of the time, Rosebud is Good Princess Rosebud, but she can become Princess Fussy. This new rendition of The Princess and the Pea features a little girl who needs certain things to be ‘just so.’

**Juvenile Fiction**

Baker, E.D.  **The Wide-Awake Princess.**  (Juvenile Fiction Baker)  
Annie, younger sister of the princess who would be known as Sleeping Beauty, is immune to magic and stays awake when the rest of the castle falls into an enchanted sleep, then sets out to find a way to break the spell.
Birney, Betty. *The Princess and the Peabodys*. (Juvenile Fiction Birney)
When a medieval princess appears out of a rusty box bought at a yard sale, fourteen-year-old tomboy Casey Peabody and her family are stuck with her royal snobbiness until the young wizard who had trapped her there figures out the spell to send her home.

Ebbitt, Carolyn Q. *The Extra-Ordinary Princess*. (Juvenile Fiction Ebbitt)
Although Amelia, the youngest of the four princesses in Gossling, seems in all ways ordinary, she discovers that she has an important role to play in saving her kingdom from destruction.

George, Jessica Day. *Princess of the Midnight Ball*. (Juvenile Fiction George)
Galen is a young soldier returning from war; Rose is one of twelve princesses condemned to dance each night for the King Under Stone. Together Galen and Rose will search for a way to break the curse that forces the princesses to dance at the midnight balls. All they need is one invisibility cloak, a black wool chain knit with enchanted silver needles, and that most critical ingredient of all -- true love -- to conquer their foes in the dark halls below.

Hale, Shannon. *Princess Academy*. (Juvenile Fiction Hale)
While attending a strict academy for potential princesses with the other girls from her mountain village, fourteen-year-old Miri discovers unexpected talents and connections to her homeland. A sequel to this is *Palace of Stone*.

Knudson, Michelle. *The Princess of Trelian*. (Juvenile Fiction Knudson)
Princess Meglynne of Trelian will soon be named the princess-heir, next in line to be queen, but her link to the dragon Jakl makes the kingdom’s people more than a little uneasy, while a mysterious magical attack and some ominous divination reveal that a much more powerful enemy may soon reappear and endanger them all.

**Juvenile Series**
- French, Vivian. *The Tiara Club*
- Kimpton, Diana. *Pony Crazed Princess*
- Mason, Jane B. *The Princess School*
- Juvenile Fiction Royal *The Royal Diaries*

**Nonfiction**

Step-by-step instructions for drawing fifty different princesses.

Casey, Jo. *Princess Encyclopedia*. (Juvenile 791.4375 C268p)
Meet all your favorite Disney Princesses from Snow White and Cinderella to Mulan and Tiana and find out more about each character’s friends and enemies and what made her the amazing princess she became. Also explore favorite spells, tips for singing, princess fashion, and more.

Illustrated scenes related to princesses invite readers to find a list of objects hidden within them.

Maccarone, Grace. *Princess Tales*. (Juvenile 398.2 M126p)
Explore the world of Once Upon a Time. Read the stories and then study the pictures filled with treasures and trinkets. Join the quest to find hidden objects in the list that accompanies each illustration. After finding them, explore some more to see what other fascinating things are hidden in the pictures.

Saunders, Catherine. *Barbie Princess Tales: the Essential Guide*. (Juvenile 398.2 Sa87b)
Experience the magic of Disney with this fabulous guide to the best-loved fairy-tale princesses of all time! Includes fascinating background information about each princess — her hobbies, personality, friends, and enemies, and special moments from her story.